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what the patch fixes ==================================== 1. when playing the full campaign, the large royal burial tomb
from deir el medina 3 will now be carried over into the ramses in the valley mission. 2. as usual, there are five new scenarios with additional

achievements and a map editor to create custom scenarios.cleopatra includes three campaigns (one extra so that the whole game is a course of
three campaigns), 12 map types and over 70 scenarios. everything is in exactly the same locations as the original pharaoh. cleopatra has 15 new

achievements, including 3 for each campaign. that is, there are 30 achievements total. three of these are for repeatable and straight
achievements. the remaining 12 are special achievements including the ones for the map editor and 3 that represent the campaigns, the least of
which is for the tutorial scenario. the "mission" is no longer required to be replayed. if the mission has a time limit, there will be two of them -- the

first is the time limit itself, and the second, for longer term goals (if they exist). if the mission has no time limit, you will attempt it in whatever
time is left. a screen shot of the map editor available in cleopatra. you can see how easy it is to create your own maps, either by modifying pre-
made ones or creating all from scratch. to do that, you select and click on the map objects you wish to move, scale, rotate, change colors etc. or

paste your own map objects from a.txt file. you can set the difficulty level, but it is likely that you will need a very experienced team to tackle such
maps. a bit of manual work is needed though, so i would say, don't bother.
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